CALL TO ARTISTS: Sunshine Spice Cafe Gallery

DEADLINE: Opportunity closes the last Friday of every month.

ELIGIBILITY: Any 2-dimensional work including painting, printmaking, illustration, photography, digital artwork and more.

OPPORTUNITY:
Selected artists will display their work for one full month at Sunshine Spice Cafe located at 6911 W. Fairview Ave., Boise, ID. Selected artists must have artwork ready to display by the first week of the month, one month after acceptance. Selected artists are required to provide all tools and materials to display their artwork.

Sunshine Spice Cafe will take 25% of all artwork sales. The artist will receive 75% of all artwork sales. Artists are responsible for providing insurance as the Gallery will not be responsible for any damage to the artwork while in transportation or on display.

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS:
• Artist biography and artist statement (one page maximum).
Five to twenty (5 - 20) portfolio images. Images must be in JPEG format. Artwork must be able to fit within gallery wall space.

HOW TO APPLY: Submit applications to Homeyra Shams, homeyrashams@gmail.com.

ABOUT SUNSHINE SPICE CAFÉ:

Sixteen years ago, the Shams family emigrated to the United States from Afghanistan. Although they spoke almost no English, they quickly learned both the language and the culture as they made Boise their new home. Throughout all of this, they maintained a dream to introduce everyone they meet to the Afghan culture through food and art. Thus, the dream of Sunshine Spice Cafe was born.

Bahar and Khatera bring their cooking and baking skills to life in the menu, while Homeyra and Narges contribute their artistic vision to the cafe. Together, they have created a beautiful piece of their original home in their adopted home. They hope that you stop, relax and enjoy the little bit of Afghanistan they've brought here.
SUNSHINE SPICE ART GALLERY ARTIST CONTRACT
Art will be installed no later than 5:00 pm on __________. Art will be removed from the Gallery no later than 5:00 pm on __________.

Artist Responsibilities
• Move-in of the art and installation prior to the agreed date of the art premiere
• Provide personal biographical information and contact information in the Art Gallery two prior to move-in
• Price list, names, and pictures for all art pieces
• Description of each piece is optional
• Be prepared to replace sold art with other available pieces so that Gallery is full for entire stay
• Removal of the art at the end of the agreed Gallery stay

Sunshine Spice Staff Responsibilities:
• Sale of art for the artist
• Inform artist of the sold item(s)
• Disbursement of funds sans 25% commission for the Gallery

Important information:
Artist agrees that Arts at Sunshine Spice Cafe will NOT be insured for any damages that occur in the Gallery. Artist agrees that 25% of the sales will go towards Sunshine Spice Cafe and 75% to the artist. Artists are responsible for providing insurance as the Gallery will not be responsible for any damage to the artwork while in transportation or on display.
Please review our full contract, initial, sign and return to Sunshine Spice Cafe. No waiver or change to any of the provisions to this contract shall be made unless they are in writing and are signed by Sunshine Spice representative and the artist. Sunshine Spice is not liable for any damaged to artwork in the gallery.

Today’s Date: ________________ Gallery Stay Dates: ______________ to ______________

Artist Information

______________________________________________________________
FIRST & LAST NAMES

______________________________________________________________
PHONE NUMBER EMAIL ADDRESS

______________________________________________________________
Artist Signature, Date

______________________________________________________________
Sunshine Spice Staff Signature, Title